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ABSTRACT

A robust assessment is made of the distribution and (spatially resolved) geologic context for the newly identified rock type on the Moon, a Mg-spinel-bearing anorthosite (pink-spinel anorthosite, PSA). Essential criteria for confirmed detection of Mg-spinel using spectroscopic techniques are presented and these criteria are applied to recent data from the Moon Mineralogy Mapper. Altogether, 23 regions containing confirmed exposures of the new Mg-spinel rock type are identified. All exposures are in highly feldspathic terrain and are small—a few hundred meters—but distinct and verifiable, most resulting from multiple measurements. Each confirmed detection is classified according to geologic context along with other lithologies identified in the same locale. Confirmed locations include areas along the inner rings of four mascon basins, knobs within central peaks of a few craters, and dispersed exposures within the terraced walls of several large craters. Unexpected detections of Mg-spinel are also found at a few areas of hypothesized non-mare volcanism. The small Mg-spinel exposures are shown to be global in distribution, but generally associated with areas of thin crust. Confirmation of Mg-spinel exposures as part of the inner ring of four mascon basins indicates this PSA rock type is principally of lower crust origin and predates the basin-forming era.
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INTRODUCTION

The suite of orbital spacecraft recently sent to the Moon by Japan, India, China, and the United States included several modern instruments capable of performing a first-order evaluation of lunar mineral composition at high-spatial and high-spectral resolution (e.g., Ohtake et al. 2013; Pieters et al. 2013a). Among the abundant fundamental scientific findings, one unexpected result was discovery of a new feldspathic rock type with spectral features dominated by (Mg,Al)-spinel exposed at small localized areas on the lunar surface (Pieters et al. 2011). The most common forms of spinel found on the Moon are Fe-, Cr-, or Ti-rich opaque minerals (e.g., Haggerty 1978; see also summary in Prissel et al. 2014). Small amounts of transparent Mg,Al-rich spinel (“pink spinel”) have been identified in a few lunar samples, but they have always been found to occur in association with relatively abundant olivine or other mafic minerals (e.g., Gross and Treiman 2011). Throughout the discussion below, we will refer to this form of non-opaque, low-(Fe, Cr, Ti) spinel stricto sensu simply as “Mg-spinel.”

Since this new Mg-spinel-bearing rock type has not been identified among the returned lunar samples, its recognition has sparked extensive observational, experimental, and theoretical analyses to constrain the occurrence and petrologic characteristics of Mg-spinel on the Moon (Gross and Treiman 2011; Prissel et al. 2012, 2013, 2014; Jackson et al. 2012, 2014). The principal exposures of the new Mg-spinel rock type identified to date and discussed below contain no detectible common mafic minerals (less than ~5% olivine, pyroxene) and are always found in a low-Fe terrain dominated by plagioclase feldspar. This has been interpreted to mean that the new rock type is itself feldspathic, a “pink spinel anorthosite” or PSA (Taylor and Pieters 2013). Constraints on the spinel/plagioclase ratio are also under investigation with laboratory and analytical mixing experiments (e.g., Dhingra et al. 2011b; Cheek and Pieters 2014).

The goals of the integrated analyses presented here are to discuss robust criteria for the identification of this new PSA rock type and to summarize characteristics of the range of observed spinel-bearing lithologies found across the Moon. The association of several key exposures with the inner ring of a few mascon basins implies that the origin of this new rock type is ancient and a widespread component of the lower crust of the Moon.

IDENTIFICATION OF Mg-SPINEL

Diagnostic properties

The spectroscopic detection of spinel-rich regions across the Moon requires: (1) high-spectral resolution near-infrared measurements to recognize diagnostic absorption features, and (2) high-spatial resolution and two-dimensional contiguous coverage to detect sub-kilometer exposures. Due to its composition and crystal
structure, non-opaque spinel exhibits two strong absorptions that are highly diagnostic and occur near 2000 and 3000 nm, respectively (e.g., Cloutis et al. 2004). These two absorptions are due to electronic transitions of ferrous iron in a tetrahedral environment and the dual bands are believed to be associated with additional crystal field splitting of the energy levels of d-orbital electrons. Such d-orbital electronic transitions of ferrous iron in a tetrahedral environment are typically very strong (Burns 1993), and only minor amounts of iron are required in the crystal structure. Typical laboratory reflectance spectra of two compositions of spinel, a Mg-spinel and a chromite, are shown in Figure 1 in comparison with common lunar minerals.

The remote identification of spinel is enabled by its unique spectral properties with respect to those of other minerals found on the lunar surface. The most common mafic mineral found in the lunar crust, pyroxene, always exhibits two prominent ferrous iron absorptions near 1000 and 2000 nm, the specific wavelengths of which depend on the composition (and ultimately structure) of the pyroxene present (e.g., Burns 1993; Klima et al. 2007, 2011). Olivine is dominated by a multi-component ferrous absorption that is centered slightly longer than 1000 nm. Pure olivine exhibits no features between 1600 and 2600 nm. Even crystalline plagioclase with trace amounts of ferrous iron exhibits a diagnostic absorption near 1250 nm. Mg-spinel, on the other hand, is dominated by the two characteristic strong absorptions at longer wavelengths (1500–3000 nm) with no significant absorptions at shorter wavelengths. In contrast, the more Fe- and Cr-rich spinels (e.g., chromite) exhibit a range of absorptions across 300–1000 nm, causing them to be darker and respond as opaque.

Using data from the Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M’3) near-infrared imaging spectrometer (Pieters et al. 2009; Green et al. 2011), the initial detections of Mg-spinel (Pieters et al. 2011) relied on several spectroscopic criteria. These are illustrated in Figure 2:

1. Presence of the two absorption bands near 2000 and 3000 nm (large arrows) that are diagnostic of spinel;
2. Absence of any significant absorption band(s) near 1000 nm that would otherwise indicate the presence of pyroxene; and
3. An implicit third requirement being a lack of abundant dispersed opaque phases that would prevent radiation from interacting with semi-transparent minerals present and thus prevent diagnostic absorptions from being observed. An obvious fourth requirement is consistency: if an area is observed more than once, independent data must meet the same criteria. This repeatability criterion is necessary given the complex calibration challenges encountered by M’3 (e.g., Boardman et al. 2011; Lundeen et al. 2011). Although M’3 data cannot fully resolve the second spinel absorption near 3000 nm, the first criterion is met by detection of the band near 2000 nm along with an inflection peak between the two absorptions (Fig. 2, small arrow). Since pyroxenes are ubiquitous across the Moon, the second criterion (lack of 1000 nm feature) is essential to eliminate this common mineral as the source of any feature observed near 2000 nm. However, the composition of spinel that can be confidently detected with this criterion may also be limited to be Mg-rich (e.g., Cloutis et al. 2004; Jackson et al. 2014). This approach to spinel detection necessarily focuses on featureless or feldspathic terrain and cannot easily recognize Mg-spinel if it occurs within areas that contain abundant mafic minerals.

Unfortunately, not all “features” detected in near-infrared spectra are due to mineralogy of the surface. Near-infrared radiation from the Moon near 3000 nm commonly contains a natural component of thermally emitted radiation in addition to the reflected solar radiation. Isolating only the reflected radiation that has interacted with surface components is needed to evaluate absorption bands in reflectance spectra similar to those of Figure 1. The M’3 data available through the NASA Planetary Data System (PDS) have had a first-order thermal component estimated and removed during calibration (Clark et al. 2011). The thermal-removal approximation used for standard M’3 products, nevertheless, often leaves a small component of thermal radiation, which results in a higher signal toward longer wavelengths. Such a minor residual-thermal component can mimic a weak band near 2000 nm and can easily be misinterpreted as suggesting the presence of spinel. As an important guideline to spinel-hunters, we note that for most spectra of Mg-spinel-rich areas on the Moon, the inflection of the continuum at the beginning of the first spinel band occurs at wavelengths shorter than 1500 nm. During data acquisition, M’3 also encountered several environmental challenges (Boardman et al. 2011) that resulted in various data artifacts that could not be removed during calibration (Lundeen et al. 2011). Many occur at wavelengths below 1000 nm and may obscure the character of short-wavelength features, if present. When available, multi-temporal M’3 observations taken under different viewing geometries can frequently resolve ambiguities associated with feature identification.

The strength of an absorption band for a soil or mixture of minerals depends on the relative abundance of the absorbing species, independent of the presence or absence of measurement artifacts in spectra. In a mixture, the relative strengths of features from different minerals combine non-linearly, and darker, more absorbing components dominate a composite spectrum. For example, in a pyroxene-plagioclase mixture, pyroxene features

![Figure 1](image-url). Laboratory reflectance spectra of representative terrestrial spinels and lunar minerals and soil. In this and several subsequent figures with spectra, black vertical dashed lines are drawn at 1000 and 2000 nm to allow cross comparison of features. The Mg-spinel and chromite are from Cloutis et al. (2004) (SP117, CHR109). The lunar samples were measured in RELAB (plagioclase-62241 separate; olivine-72415; soil-62231; high-Ca clinopyroxene CPX-12063 separate; low-Ca orthopyroxene LCP-78235 separate). The lunar olivine shown here contains trace inclusions of chromite that add a weak feature near 2000 nm.
The diagnostic spectral properties of spinel are well founded in mineral physics, and such characteristics should make them readily detectable with high-quality imaging-spectrometer data. However, due to possible residual thermal signal and/or measurement-condition artifacts, no single parameter or automated algorithm can be used with M^3 data to reliably identify and map spinel with certainty. We have taken a combination of approaches to assess the general global distribution as well as the character and context of local exposures. Several spectral parameters sensitive to known properties of lunar materials (e.g., Figs. 1 and 2) have been developed, and we used them for a first-order evaluation of possible exposures of plagioclase and/or spinel. We examined: (1) M^3 global mosaics at low-spatial resolution (~1 km), and (2) cataloged craters with central peaks at full resolution [see discussion in Donaldson Hanna et al. (2014)]. We also examined possible detections mentioned in the literature if sufficient information was provided for location (e.g., Lal et al. 2011, 2012; Kaur et al. 2012, 2013a, 2013b; Srivastava and Gupta 2012; Bhattacharyya et al. 2012, 2013; Yamamoto et al. 2013; Sun et al. 2013; Kaur and Chauhan 2014; Chauhan et al. 2014). Unfortunately, a large number did not meet the criteria described above under “Diagnostic properties” and were not pursued further.

Each potential candidate area was then evaluated in more detail with a closer evaluation of criteria described above. Since spurious “features” mentioned above can easily lead to misidentification, we searched for independent measurements (multiple M^3 observations taken at different times) of the same area, preferably with significantly different measurement conditions (e.g., illumination, phase angle, surface temperature, detector temperature), to evaluate the criteria and to confirm (or not) the detection of Mg-spinel. In the discussion below we use the distribution of materials in Theophilus crater to illustrate results and tests applied for different candidate areas. The resulting global distribution of Mg-spinel and implications for the lunar crust are discussed in subsequent sections.

The central part of Theophilus crater was observed twice by M^3, approximately six months apart during two different optical periods (OP). Both were morning observations, acquired when the detector was cold (see Boardman et al. 2011). Example M^3 image-cube data for the low-altitude orbit OP1b measurements (at 100 km altitude) centered on the central peaks are shown in Figure 3. The base image is reflectance at 1489 nm, with photometric corrections applied to a sphere (found in PDS *_SUP:IMG #1), thus retaining information about illumination geometry of the scene. These data, and most M^3 images shown later, have not been re-configured to lunar map projections, since spatial resolution is degraded by such resampling. Similar independent data for Theophilus obtained during OP2c3 are presented for comparison as Supplemental Figure 3.

The central peaks of Theophilus are considerably brighter than surroundings, consistent with a low-mafic, highly feldspathic character originally suggested from telescopic spectra (e.g., Pieters 1986). At the higher spatial resolution of M^3 (140 m/pixel), the peaks are seen to be comprised of two principal lithologies, both highly feldspathic with very low mafics but one of which contains relatively abundant Mg-spinel (Dhingra et al. 2011b, 2011c). Representative spectra extracted from this image cube are shown in Figure 4a; all but one of which are from the central peaks. The data obtained later during OP2c3 were from a higher-altitude orbit (200 km) and thus lower-spatial resolution. Nevertheless, five areas that can be co-located (Fig. 4b) exhibit spectra with the same fundamental properties within measurement noise and illumination differences (brightness) resulting from local topography.

For these and all subsequent figures with M^3 spectra, we do not smooth the data in wavelength, thus allowing any artifacts to be visible. To maintain the highest spatial resolution, most spinel spectra are for individual pixels, whereas background soil areas used for comparison are for 3 × 3 or 5 × 5 pixel averages. We indicate the specific optical period (OP) during which the spectra were acquired, as well as an indication of the detector temperature (warm or cold), which links to the calibrations applied (Boardman et al. 2011; Lundeen et al. 2011).

The spectra of Figure 4 have been classified according to the optically dominant mineral of their lithology that can be derived from prominent diagnostic features (i.e., Mg-spinel-bearing green), low-mafic plagioclase-rich (blue), and pyroxene-bearing (red). Although all these spectra also necessarily contain some level of subdued space weathering alteration, we use the regular features seen in the M^3 spectra to define several simple spectral parameters that can provide a first-order regional assessment, while being directly

![Figure 2](image-url) Examples of confirmed M^3 spectra for Mg-spinel (green). An example of a low-iron synthetic spinel (black, separate scale) prepared under lunar conditions is provided for comparison (Jackson et al. 2014). Arrows indicate diagnostic features of spinel discussed in the text.

![Figure 3](image-url) The base image is reflectance at 1489 nm, with photometric corrections applied to a sphere (found in PDS _SUP:IMG #1), thus retaining information about illumination geometry of the scene. These data, and most M^3 images shown later, have not been re-configured to lunar map projections, since spatial resolution is degraded by such resampling. Similar independent data for Theophilus obtained during OP2c3 are presented for comparison as Supplemental Figure 3.

![Figure 4](image-url) The diagnostic spectral properties of spinel are well founded in mineral physics, and such characteristics should make them readily detectable with high-quality imaging-spectrometer data. However, due to possible residual thermal signal and/or measurement-condition artifacts, no single parameter or automated algorithm can be used with M^3 data to reliably identify and map spinel with certainty. We have taken a combination of approaches to assess the general global distribution as well as the character and context of local exposures. Several spectral parameters sensitive to known properties of lunar materials (e.g., Figs. 1 and 2) have been developed, and we used them for a first-order evaluation of possible exposures of plagioclase and/or spinel. We examined: (1) M^3 global mosaics at low-spatial resolution (~1 km), and (2) cataloged craters with central peaks at full resolution [see discussion in Donaldson Hanna et al. (2014)]. We also examined possible detections mentioned in the literature if sufficient information was provided for location (e.g., Lal et al. 2011, 2012; Kaur et al. 2012, 2013a, 2013b; Srivastava and Gupta 2012; Bhattacharyya et al. 2012, 2013; Yamamoto et al. 2013; Sun et al. 2013; Kaur and Chauhan 2014; Chauhan et al. 2014). Unfortunately, a large number did not meet the criteria described above under “Diagnostic properties” and were not pursued further.

Each potential candidate area was then evaluated in more detail with a closer evaluation of criteria described above. Since spurious “features” mentioned above can easily lead to misidentification, we searched for independent measurements (multiple M^3 observations taken at different times) of the same area, preferably with significantly different measurement conditions (e.g., illumination, phase angle, surface temperature, detector temperature), to evaluate the criteria and to confirm (or not) the detection of Mg-spinel. In the discussion below we use the distribution of materials in Theophilus crater to illustrate results and tests applied for different candidate areas. The resulting global distribution of Mg-spinel and implications for the lunar crust are discussed in subsequent sections.

The central part of Theophilus crater was observed twice by M^3, approximately six months apart during two different optical periods (OP). Both were morning observations, acquired when the detector was cold (see Boardman et al. 2011). Example M^3 image-cube data for the low-altitude orbit OP1b measurements (at 100 km altitude) centered on the central peaks are shown in Figure 3. The base image is reflectance at 1489 nm, with photometric corrections applied to a sphere (found in PDS *_SUP:IMG #1), thus retaining information about illumination geometry of the scene. These data, and most M^3 images shown later, have not been re-configured to lunar map projections, since spatial resolution is degraded by such resampling. Similar independent data for Theophilus obtained during OP2c3 are presented for comparison as Supplemental Figure 3.

The central peaks of Theophilus are considerably brighter than surroundings, consistent with a low-mafic, highly feldspathic character originally suggested from telescopic spectra (e.g., Pieters 1986). At the higher spatial resolution of M^3 (140 m/pixel), the peaks are seen to be comprised of two principal lithologies, both highly feldspathic with very low mafics but one of which contains relatively abundant Mg-spinel (Dhingra et al. 2011b, 2011c). Representative spectra extracted from this image cube are shown in Figure 4a; all but one of which are from the central peaks. The data obtained later during OP2c3 were from a higher-altitude orbit (200 km) and thus lower-spatial resolution. Nevertheless, five areas that can be co-located (Fig. 4b) exhibit spectra with the same fundamental properties within measurement noise and illumination differences (brightness) resulting from local topography.

For these and all subsequent figures with M^3 spectra, we do not smooth the data in wavelength, thus allowing any artifacts to be visible. To maintain the highest spatial resolution, most spinel spectra are for individual pixels, whereas background soil areas used for comparison are for 3 × 3 or 5 × 5 pixel averages. We indicate the specific optical period (OP) during which the spectra were acquired, as well as an indication of the detector temperature (warm or cold), which links to the calibrations applied (Boardman et al. 2011; Lundeen et al. 2011).

The spectra of Figure 4 have been classified according to the optically dominant mineral of their lithology that can be derived from prominent diagnostic features (i.e., Mg-spinel-bearing green), low-mafic plagioclase-rich (blue), and pyroxene-bearing (red). Although all these spectra also necessarily contain some level of subdued space weathering alteration, we use the regular features seen in the M^3 spectra to define several simple spectral parameters that can provide a first-order regional assessment, while being directly
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Figure 3. M′ OP1b images across Theophilus Crater. (a) M′ reflectance at 1489 nm retaining local geometry of illumination (*_SUP.IMG PDS data). (b) Color-composite draped over M′ reflectance derived from the three M′ spectral parameters contrast stretched to only indicate the rock type dominated by: red = pyroxene, green = spinel, blue = plagioclase. Arrows indicate location of spectra in Figure 4. Scale bar is 10 km. Spinel is found almost entirely within the peaks; significant pyroxene only occurs in the northern wall. Similar independent data for the later OP2c3 is provided in Supplemental Figure 3.

Table 1. Spectral parameters used to produce the enhanced color-composite of Figure 3 and subsequent figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral Link</th>
<th>General Formulation</th>
<th>ENVI Band Math</th>
<th>RGB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pyroxene Ratio</td>
<td>( \frac{R_{700} + R_{1200}}{2R_{950}} )</td>
<td>float[(b7+b32)/b19]</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinel Ratio</td>
<td>( \frac{R_{1400}}{R_{1750}} )</td>
<td>float[(b42+b43)/(b54+b55)]</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAN Ratio</td>
<td>( \frac{R_{1000} + R_{1500}}{2R_{1250}} )</td>
<td>float[(b22+b47)/b34]</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \( R_{NNN} \) is M′ Level 2 reflectance at NNN wavelength in nm. ENVI is the image processing software used.

We stress that such parameter images are designed primarily to provide a guideline to evaluate local lithology variations. They are not a quantitative tool, but capture regional variations reasonably well and may highlight unusual areas. They are best used to identify the type and spatial extent of prominent lithologies present in a region. Each of the parameter images calculated for the M′ image cube of Figure 3 has been contrast stretched to highlight only areas with the strongest absorption. These have then been made into a color-composite with the color assignments indicated in Table 1 to reflect the following absorption strength approximations: red = pyroxene, green = spinel, and blue = crystalline plagioclase. This color-composite is then merged (50%) with the 1489 nm brightness image in Figure 3b.

Although Theophilus may currently provide the best Mg-spinel exposure on the Moon, it is also a good example of many of the properties observed elsewhere. The Mg-spinel-bearing areas occur as small knobs (on the floor) or discrete outcrops (in the central peaks) that are only a few hundred meters in extent. Except for where there is clearly down-slope movement and mixing, mineralogical boundaries are sharp. Plagioclase is the dominant neighboring lithology, and at Theophilus it often occurs in crystalline form (with its distinct 1250 nm ferrous band). It should be noted that the plagioclase absorption at Theophilus is typically very weak (the blue stretch in Fig. 3b also picks up random “striping” of the data).

Theophilus also exhibits several properties that are unique to the local geology. There is a hint of olivine present in only one of the peaks (area 6). This feature would normally be discounted as random variation if it were not repeatable during the later indepen-
dent measurement. Note that with these limited three parameters, olivine-rich materials are often highlighted by the plagioclase parameter and appear “blue” in the color-composite. The small knobs containing Mg-spinel to the SW of the peaks are real and suggest that area has some affiliation with the peaks. The NW-SE valley between peaks contains what might be mixtures of crystalline plagioclase and Mg-spinel, although whether it is a physical mixture of two components or a separate lithology has yet to be explored with mixing constraints (e.g., Cheek and Pieters 2014). Only one small area of a few pixels in extent in the middle of the southern peak contains any pyroxene. Although the southern rim is devoid of mafic minerals, the north rim of the crater contains relatively abundant pyroxene content. This might be associated with the maria further to the north, but is without a direct link to any specific basaltic unit.

**GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION AND GEOLOGIC CONTEXT**

The procedures used to evaluate the Theophilus region were used for areas identified as possibly containing Mg-spinel. These include areas identified by our group, as well as those from the literature referenced above that were accessible in M3 data and for which the criteria described in “Diagnostic properties” could be examined. Many areas in the literature were not evaluated further because published information violated the criteria discussed above, usually by the presence of a feature near 1000 nm (likely due to the presence of pyroxene) or by a weak 2000 feature without inflection for the second spinel band (likely residual thermal contribution or artifact). The strongest candidates were assigned a number in approximate order of their detection. Under further scrutiny, several additional areas were excluded because they provided conflicting results when

**Figure 4.** Independent M3 reflectance spectra obtained for the same areas in Theophilus Crater during two optical periods (OP) that were several months apart. Locations are shown with arrows in Figure 3. All areas except no. 5 are associated with the central peaks. Additional spectra across the peaks can be found in Supplemental Figure 4.

**Figure 5.** Illustration of spectral parameters used in this analysis to highlight regions in a spatial context that contain prominent features due to specific minerals. Vertical colored lines indicate the wavelengths used for the parameters itemized in Table 1: (a) Mg-spinel (green), (b) crystalline plagioclase (blue), (c) pyroxene (red). Example M3 spectra for areas 1–6 from Figure 3a are used to illustrate features seen in M3 data.
Table 2. Summary of areas confirmed to contain spinel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Long</th>
<th>M3 Files</th>
<th>OP Ref</th>
<th>Other Minerals?</th>
<th>Location of Sp, comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Albategnius</td>
<td>-11.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>M3G20090109T025255**</td>
<td>OP1Aw</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>LCP nearby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090209T024000</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090608T03142</td>
<td>OP2Cw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>Compton-Belkovi</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>M3G20090601T064032</td>
<td>OP2Cw</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>strongly hydrated single knob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Copernicus</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>-19.5</td>
<td>M3G20090207T045515</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090416T122951</td>
<td>OP2Ac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090515T191408</td>
<td>OP2Bw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Dalton</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>-84.5</td>
<td>M3G20091117T174705</td>
<td>OP1Aw</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>faint XI Plag, FFCr, sp in CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20092127T024412</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090421T028645</td>
<td>OP2Ac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090712T093119</td>
<td>OP2Ac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Endymion</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>M3G20090201T104533</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>trace LCP, S wall; crater mare filled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090604T04552</td>
<td>OP2Cw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090729T122657</td>
<td>OP2Cc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Eudoxus</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>M3G20090204T143322**</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>abundant LCP, single; tiny Sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090604T04552</td>
<td>OP2Cw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090729T122657</td>
<td>OP2Cc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Geminus</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>M3G20090201T104533</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ol; LCP in CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090604T04552</td>
<td>OP2Cw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090729T122657</td>
<td>OP2Cc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Goodacre</td>
<td>-32.6</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>M3G20090204T143322**</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>trace LCP, knob end of crater chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M3G20090604T04552</td>
<td>OP2Cw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Hansteen Alpha</td>
<td>-12.4</td>
<td>-50.4</td>
<td>M3G20090418T190900</td>
<td>OP2Ac</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>nothing detected, multiple discrete exposures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>Joliot</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>M3G20090204T134332**</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Xi-Plag, CPX-mare OL, LCP, sm knob of peak; mare nearby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Macробius</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>M3G20090201T104533</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ol, Xl-Plag; CPX-mare OL, LCP, mixed peaks, knobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Montes Teneriffe</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>-11.8</td>
<td>M3G20090204T143322**</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>nothing detected, 2 sm exposures; Imbrium ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Moscoviense</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>143.4</td>
<td>M3G2009081229T101650</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>Ol, LCP; First detection; inner ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Piccolomini</td>
<td>-28.0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>M3G20090203T041055^</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>trace LCP (wall only), wall; CP is XI-Plag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Pitatus</td>
<td>-29.8</td>
<td>-13.6</td>
<td>M3G20090206T04552</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>nothing detected, S Cr wall only; mare filled FFCr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>Simpelius</td>
<td>-69.9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>M3G20090206T04552</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>LCP, Cr-spinel, central knob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Sinus Aestuum</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
<td>-9.6</td>
<td>M3G20090206T04552</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>2, 13</td>
<td>[Fe, Cr-spinel]; regional Dark Mantling Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Sinus Iridum</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>-36.2</td>
<td>M3G20090203T041055^</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>nothing detected, small areas; Ol &lt;200 km NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Stiborius</td>
<td>-35.0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>M3G20090203T041055^</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>near LCP, central knob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Theophilus</td>
<td>-11.5</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>M3G20090203T041055^</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>XI-Plag, Ol? CP; LCP in N wall; Nectaris ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Thomson</td>
<td>-32.7</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>M3G20090203T041055^</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>9,10,11</td>
<td>trace LCP, Ol, manly wall exposures; SPA ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Tycho</td>
<td>-43.3</td>
<td>-11.1</td>
<td>M3G20090206T04552</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>LCP, HCP; CP, near melt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Walther</td>
<td>-33.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>M3G20090203T041055^</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>9,13</td>
<td>trace LCP, wall and CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Werner</td>
<td>-27.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>M3G20090203T041055^</td>
<td>OP1Bc</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>minor LCP, Rim; N ejecta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The number indicates the approximate order first identified by the reference given. Confirmed spinel-bearing areas are classified by type: B = Basin ring; D = Dispersed in wall or ejecta; K = Knobs in crater; S = Special (floor-fractured craters, possible highland volcanism); P = Pyroclastic deposits. Lowercase classification indicates tentative assignment and only one measurement; "**" indicates files that contain more than one target. sm = small. Mineral abbreviations: Sp = spinel; LCP = low-Ca pyroxene; Ol = olivine; Xi-Plag = crystalline plagioclase; CPX = high-Ca pyroxene. References: 1 = Pieters et al. (2010); 2 = Sunshine et al. (2010); 3 = Pieters et al. (2011); 4 = Dhingra et al. (2011a, 2011c); 5 = Lal et al. (2011, 2012); 6 = Dhingra and Pieters (2011); 7 = Kaur et al. (2012); 8 = Bhattacharya et al. (2012); 9 = Donaldson Hanna (2013, personal communication); 10 = Pieters et al. (2013a); 11 = Kaur et al. (2013b); 12 = Kaur et al. (2013c); 13 = Yamamoto et al. (2013); 14 = Sun et al. (2013); 15 = Pieters (personal communication); 16 = Bhattacharya et al. (2013); 17 = Kaur and Chauhan (2014).
Figure 6. Location of areas with confirmed M$^3$ identification of spinel. Basemaps are (a) lunar reconnaissance orbiter camera (LROC) wide angle camera (WAC) brightness mosaic (Robinson et al. 2010); (b) lunar orbiter laser altimeter (LOLA) topography (Smith et al. 2010); (c) the gravity recovery and interior laboratory (GRAIL) crustal thickness (Wieczorek et al. 2012). Oversized symbols are centered on the spinel exposure. Categories are discussed in the text. B = Basins; D = dispersed; K = knobs, S = Special; P = pyroclastic. Numbers (in green) are in approximate order of discovery. See Table 2 for specific information on locations.
evaluated with independent measurements. The areas examined that met the criteria of “D iagnostic properties” are summarized in Table 2 along with the M$^1$ files used in the evaluation. For some areas spanning a large spatial extent, two contiguous files are included to provide an example of longitudinal coverage. Most of the confirmed Mg-spinel-bearing PSA locations listed in Table 2 have independent data showing consistent results. For areas that have no independent data available for analysis, we provide a tentative confirmation and classification only if the exposures appear to meet all other criteria.

The distribution of confirmed exposures of the new Mg-spinel-bearing PSA rock type is shown with oversized symbols in Figure 6. As at Theophilus, the exposures themselves are only a few hundred meters in size. In all cases, the host lithology that dominates the region around the Mg-spinel exposure is highly feldspathic, usually with no detectible absorption features. Small exposures of feldspathic lithology containing low-Ca pyroxene often occur in other neighboring areas (but not always), and in a few instances, olivine may be present nearby. These associations are summarized in Table 2 and discussed further with individual spectra below. Lowercase symbols in Figure 6 indicate tentative confirmation.

For discussion purposes, we have classified the Mg-spinel occurrences for each of the confirmed areas into one of five groups, according to their geologic context:

- B: A few areas occur in association with mascon basins along what would be the inner ring of the basin. These areas are central in identifying the source region of Mg-spinel.
- K: Several occurrences are found as small knobs associated with the central peaks of large craters. Typically they are found near the periphery of the peaks and impact melt is often nearby.
- D: A significant number occur as (apparently) random blocks dispersed in the walls or deposits of large impact craters. Some of these craters contain central peaks, usually without spinel.
- S: A few Mg-spinel exposures occur in special highland areas. These include two floor-fractured craters and a few areas of possible highland volcanism.
- P: For completeness, we include the single regional pyroclastic deposit that is now known to contain abundant spinel, although the composition of the spinel appears to be different (Sunshine et al. 2010; Yamamoto et al. 2013).

**Basin exposures of Mg-spinel**

Four of the key and unambiguous detections of Mg-spinel (1-Moscovienne, 2-Theophilus, 14-Thomson/Ingeni, 18-Montes Teneriffe) are located in regions with very-thin crust associated with mascon basins. The geologic context of these areas (Fig. 6) provides important constraints on the source area of Mg-spinel in the lunar crust. For both Moscovienne and Montes Teneriffe, the Mg-spinel exposures occur directly on the flanks of the inner ring of the basin, Moscovienne and Imbrium basins, respectively. At Theophilus and Thomson, Mg-spinel was exposed by these craters that impacted into the inner rings of Nectaris and South Pole-Aitken (SPA) basins, respectively.

It should be noted that compositional analyses of the Orientale basin, the youngest and perhaps the best-exposed basin on the Moon, support the model of the inner ring as a distinct uplifted component of crustal stratigraphy (e.g., Spudis 1993; Head 2010). In the case of Orientale, the inner ring is observed to be a massive zone of “pure” anorthosite that spans across the entire basin (e.g., Cheek et al. 2013) and most likely represents the fundamental product of magma-ocean differentiation (e.g., Hawke et al. 2003a; Ohtake et al. 2009). Identifying locations where the composition of the inner ring of basins is exposed provides access to crustal composition and stratigraphy, and may be the closest cousin to bedrock available to lunar scientists.

**Moscovienne and Imbrium basins**

The character and physical properties of the Moscovienne exposures are discussed in detail in Pieters et al. (2011) and will not be repeated here. The basin materials are highly feldspathic in overall composition. Mg-spinel-bearing PSA is one of three types of locally unusual lithologies exposed in distinct and widely separated areas along the inner ring of the basin. These unusual areas were termed “OOS” for the dominant mineral present at each location (i.e., olivine, orthopyroxene, spinel). None of these areas are disturbed by later activity (craters), and all exhibit well-developed soil comparable to their surroundings. Example M$^1$ spectra are shown in Figure 7 for Moscovienne areas that exhibit these three lithologies as measured during two independent optical periods. Rock-type color-composite images for Moscovienne prepared similar to Figure 3 re-emphasize the spatial relations between the different rock types discussed in Pieters et al. (2011) and is provided as Supplemental Figure 7.

An overview of the context for Montes Teneriffe in northern Imbrium is shown in Figure 8. This ridge is believed to be one of the few remnants of the inner ring of the Imbrium basin (de Hon 1979; Spudis 1993) that has not been covered by mare basalt. Shown in Figure 9 are M$^1$ reflectance images and rock-type color-composites across the Montes Teneriffe region similar to Figure 3. Representative spectra for the area are shown in Figure 10. A comparison of color-composite images and spectra from three independent optical periods are shown in Supplemental Figures 9 and 10$^1$. Again, the ridge itself is highly feldspathic with no significant Mg- or Fe-bearing minerals (i.e., <5%), except for two distinct exposures of Mg-spinel. Spectra of the mountains forming Montes Teneriffe are largely featureless, although minor low-Ca pyroxene or olivine may occur in a few locations, but these are not confirmed. The basalts filling Imbrium exhibit the typical spectral character dominated by high-Ca pyroxene. Minor amounts of Mg-spinel have recently been detected (Kaur and Chauhan 2014) and confirmed (27-Sinus Iridum) along the southwest rim of Sinus Iridum and are thus also related to the Imbrium Basin.

Estimates of crustal thickness from recent lunar geophysical data (Ishihara et al. 2009; Wieczorek et al. 2012) show that both the Moscovienne and Montes Teneriffe sites are located in areas of exceptionally thin crust, on the edge of a large mascon associated with the Moscovienne and Imbrium basins (Fig. 6). These basins have rim diameters of 420 and 1160 km, respectively. Stratigraphic relations indicate that these feldspathic massifs are a result of the basin-forming impact itself and predate the basaltic lavas that filled the basin. Neither the Moscovienne nor Montes Teneriffe sites show any evidence of being affected by the later emplacement of mafic-rich basalts.
Figure 7. Example $M^3$ spectra for three of the rock types exposed along the inner ring of Moscovienes basin as measured during two independent optical periods (OP1b and OP1a). Designations for areas 1, 2, and 4a are those used in Pieters et al. (2011). Mg-spinel occurs at 1 (green), low-Ca pyroxene at 2 (red), and olivine at 4a (purple). A spectrum from a crater in the mare basalt to the east (MareCr) is provided for comparison (maroon) and exhibits the signature of a more Fe- and Ca-rich clinopyroxene. Color-composite images for Moscovienes similar to Figure 3 for both optical periods can be found in Supplemental Figure 7.

Figure 8. LROC WAC mosaic image of northern Imbrium. Arrow indicates Montes Teneriffe. Scale bar is 100 km.

Nectaris and South Pole-Aitken basins

The Theophilus and Thomson Mg-spinel sites are situated in a similar geologic context associated with an inner ring of a major basin. However, the basins at both sites, Nectaris and SPA, respectively, are older than Moscovienes and Imbrium, and exposure of Mg-spinel at Theophilus and Thomson has occurred through additional impact events onto what is believed to represent the inner ring of the basins. Theophilus crater is 100 km in diameter and Thomson crater is 117 km; the Nectaris basin is 860 km in diameter, whereas SPA is enormous at ~2500 km. An overview of the two sites is shown in Figure 11.

The character of Mg-spinel-bearing PSA and associated lithologies exposed across the central peaks of Theophilus was presented in “Mapping of Mg-spinel from orbit” above. Diagnostic spectral features identified in data from both optical periods (Fig. 4) are quite consistent. The overview of OP1b data presented in Figure 3 and the independent data from OP2c3 provided as Supplemental Figure 1 show the same patterns of Mg-spinel in geologic context.

Recent data from the GRAIL spacecraft (Wieczorek et al. 2012) indicate that the site of the Theophilus impact is actually where two contiguous mascons appear to intersect (Fig. 6). Although Theophilus contains the best exposure of Mg-spinel lithology found on the Moon to date, a much older and more subdued crater (Cyrillus) to the west of similar size (see Fig. 11) exhibits no
trace of spinel. The unusual geophysical setting and dominance of plagioclase and Mg-spinel in the central peaks of Theophilus suggests this material represents a re-excavation of relatively pristine bedrock originally exposed in the inner ring of Nectaris basin.

On the other hand, the exposures of Mg-spinel at Thomson crater on the farside, although individually small, are currently the most extensive, with spinel observed across both the northern and southern walls of the crater. Shown in Figure 12 are M\(^2\) data from OP2c2, illustrating several northern and southern exposures in context. An independent mosaic of the entire Thomson crater, using OP2c1 data, is provided as Supplemental Figure 12\(^1\) in supplemental information, although spatial resolution is degraded by the re-sampling and projection required for mosaic preparation.

Example Thomson spectra from OP2c1 and OP2c2 for the same areas are shown in Figure 13. Mg-spinel-bearing exposures (1 and 3) are widely separated across a feldspathic (low mafic) terrain. The most common mafic mineral in the non-mare area is low-Ca pyroxene (e.g., 2 and yellow-toned areas in Fig. 12). Small craters in the Thomson ejecta to the north expose local areas with more abundant low-Ca pyroxene. The interior of the small 7 km crater along the NW rim exhibits diverse lithologies: pyroxene occurs in the north wall and both crystalline plagioclase and minor olivine (5) in the south wall. In contrast, the mare basalts that filled Thomson (4) exhibit characteristic high-Ca pyroxene as noted by the longer wavelength of both pyroxene absorptions. Additional Thomson spectra can be found in Supplemental Figure 13\(^1\).

As can be seen from the superposition relation of features in Figure 11, Thomson occurs within the larger Ingenii basin, which itself occurs along the ring of SPA. In recent GRAIL data (Fig. 6), Ingenii is a small mascon basin (Wieczorek et al. 2012). Ingenii also contains prominent “swirls,” enigmatic wispy albedo features of unknown origin usually associated with magnetic anomalies (e.g., Blewett et al. 2011; Kramer et al. 2011). Basalts of the farside appear to have been emplaced after the late heavy bombardment, over a period similar to those of the nearside, peaking near 3.5 Ga, but extending perhaps another Ga (e.g., Haruyama et al. 2009). The detailed history of magmatic activity within SPA, however, is not well known.

The material brought to the surface by Thomson pre-existed within Ingenii. Since there is no indication of basaltic material in Thomson rim or ejecta, basaltic magmatism post-date both Ingenii and Thomson in this region. Thus, the heritage of materials now exposed around the rim of Thomson is linked to a special case where products of the SPA impact were excavated by Ingenii and then by Thomson. From the integration of compositional and geophysical information for this region, the sequence of events involve: (1) formation of SPA basin; (2) formation of Ingenii basin and mascon; (3) Thomson impact; (4) filling of Ingenii and Thomson with mare basalts; and (5) formation of swirls.

**NON-BASIN EXPOSURES OF SPINEL**

Although none of the sites containing detectible spinel are associated with the area of thick crust on the lunar farside called “Feldspathic Highland Terrane” by Jolliff et al. (2000), the remaining areas containing Mg-spinel occur in a wide variety of geologic settings (Fig. 6). Mg-spinel exposures are typically found as small knobs that occur in the central uplift of large craters or as dispersed exposures in the walls of terraced craters. Examples of each are provided below.

**Mg-spinel occurrences**

**Knobs (K): 8-Albategnius.** Most occurrences of Mg-spinel associated with the central peaks of large craters are quite different from that seen at Theophilus. Commonly the Mg-spinel is found in a lesser peak or knob of a central peak complex. Again, the Mg-spinel exposure is usually quite small. The crater Albategnius (no. 8) on the lunar nearside is a good example. Shown in Figure 14 is a LROC WAC image of the 129 km diameter crater for overall context. An M\(^2\) color-composite image for the central peak of Albategnius and the western floor is shown in Figure 15 using the same scheme as that used for Theophilus (Fig. 3). At Albategnius, no crystalline plagioclase is exposed, but most of the peak and crater walls are composed of featureless (feldspathic) material. Pyroxene-bearing lithologies are only found in the smooth material of the floor.

Representative individual spectra shown in Figure 16 illustrate the compositional properties detected across the region. Independent data for the same areas acquired five months apart capture the...
FIGURE 12. Sub-sections of M³ data for Thomson acquired during OP2c2 and prepared similar to Figure 3. Top images (a,b) are the northern rim and bottom images (c,d) are the southern rim. (a) Reflectance 1489 image (from SUP). (b) Rock type color-composite superimposed on brightness image. Locations for representative areas 1–5 are indicated with arrows and their spectra are shown in Figure 13. (See Supplemental Figure 12 for a similar mosaic of independent OP2c1 data across the full Thomson crater.) Scale bar is 10 km.

FIGURE 13. M³ spectra for the same areas in Thomson acquired during independent periods OP2c1 and OP2c2. Areas along the southern rim are shown in solid lines; areas along the northern rim are in dotted lines. Although the overall spectral properties remain the same between optical periods, differences in brightness for individual areas are due to differences in illumination geometry of the measurements. Spectra for additional Thomson areas from both optical periods are shown in Supplemental Figure 13.
same spectral features and provide validation of their properties, although the data from OP2c have a lower signal-to-noise ratio. To enhance some of the subtle features, we also present the data as relative-reflectance spectra in Supplemental Figure 16, using the featureless spectrum (no. 5) as the reference. This procedure is similar to that used in Pieters et al. (2011). If the reference area is indeed “featureless,” relative reflectance can be used to minimize local artifacts and clarify subtle features of the Mg-spinel area (no. 1). All the criteria for Mg-spinel are met for Albategnius. Based on the wavelength position of the two pyroxene bands for areas no. 2, 3, and 4, we interpret the pyroxene composition to be low-Ca (LCP), and the smooth-floor material here is thus consistent with noritic rock types rather than of basaltic origin.

A few of the Mg-spinel detections at knobs in or near central-peaks of other craters are found in close association with impact-melt or basaltic infill. These include the small exposures at 3-Copernicus, 4-Tycho, and 13-Joliot. If the interaction of a mafic magma with local anorthositic materials is a principal condition for formation of lunar Mg-spinel (e.g., Prissel et al. 2014), then the spinel observed at these knob locations might be a more recent product of melt-rock interactions on the surface (see Discussion and Implications section).

**Dispersed (D): 21-Geminus.** Several large terraced craters have been found to exhibit small outcrops of Mg-spinel material, scattered in discrete areas in walls, terraces, or ejecta. All spinel exposures occur in a dominant feldspathic context, usually with no neighboring mafic minerals (<5%), although low-Ca pyroxene may be close-by. For most such craters that also have central peaks, no Mg-spinel is seen in their central peaks (7-Werner, 16-Piccolomini, 21-Geminus), with only one exception (9-Walther). Geminus crater on the eastern nearside is a good example of such dispersed exposures of Mg-spinel. A M3 color-composite image for the northern half of Geminus is shown in Figure 17. Small exposures occur along the western wall of Geminus, but most are concentrated in the northern wall. The M3 spectra for areas indicated with arrows are shown in Figure 18. Independent data for the same areas from three optical periods are compared in Supplemental Figure 18. The spinel absorptions are relatively weak at Geminus and would be strongly suspected to be random artifacts, if only one measurement were available. However, since the features are persistent and consistent in three independent measurements under greatly different measurement conditions, the Geminus Mg-spinel meets the criteria discussed in “Diagnostic properties.”

Spectra for a few areas within the wall also contain absorptions indicative of the presence of minor low-Ca pyroxene. The central peaks exhibit clear features suggestive of exposures of low-Ca pyroxene lithologies, as does a fresh crater on the floor (these areas appear yellow in the color-composite of Fig. 17). Although Geminus does not exhibit prominent absorptions due to crystalline plagioclase in this area, the plagioclase parameter (blue in color-composite of Fig. 17) highlights areas that exhibit weak features indicative of the presence of olivine. The olivine absorption just beyond 1000 nm (purple dotted spectra in Fig. 18) is very weak, but highly consistent across independent M3 measurements. We tentatively interpret this to indicate small zones of troctolite (olivine + plagioclase) occurring along the northern wall as well. Note that the olivine and spinel areas are nearby, but not contiguous with one another.
Special areas (S): 17-Dalton and 25-Hansteen Alpha. There are a few Mg-spinel-bearing areas that merit special discussion. Although they may not fall into a separate category, two areas containing Mg-spinel exposures are associated with floor-fractured craters. These unusual craters are believed to have experienced plutonic magmatic activity (e.g., Schultz 1976; Jozwiak et al. 2012), and are highlighted separately here, because such igneous events may play a role in the origin of some Mg-spinel (e.g., Prissel et al. 2014). The forms of exposure for the two craters are different. Examples for 17-Dalton crater shown here are similar to the small exposures in knobs of central mounds. At the second floor-fractured crater, 10-Pitatus, exposures occur as small areas along the southern rim of the crater.

Dalton is a 60 km diameter crater on the western limb. Although coverage and resolution were not identical, four independent M³ measurements were acquired under different conditions. The Mg-spinel-bearing areas are shown in Figure 19, using the same color-composite approach as for Figure 3. Similar color-composite images for the other three optical periods are found in Supplemental Figure 19. Three spectrally distinct, but otherwise unremarkable, areas of Mg-spinel are seen in the central cluster of mounds. No mafic minerals were detected (i.e., <5%), although low-Ca pyroxene is seen in local areas along the western rim (usually exposed by small craters, appearing yellow in Fig. 19). Representative spectra are shown in Figure 20 and comparisons for the same areas for all four optical periods are shown in Supplemental Figure 20.

If only OP1a data were available, Dalton would not be confirmed as containing Mg-spinel; a weak feature across 1000 nm is observed, suggesting the 2000 nm feature might be due to pyroxene plus residual minor thermal component. However, data from the same areas in other optical periods show that the weak feature near 1000 nm, seen in these OP1a spectra, is largely an artifact and can be disregarded. Most bright material in Dalton exposed at
medium-size craters (e.g., 1 Plag Cr) is featureless and inferred to be feldspathic, with little mafic content. Note that an example of residual thermal component can also be seen in the spectrum for 1 Plag Cr of OP1b. Due to the low sun geometry for this period, the average area received only small amounts of illumination, but the wall of this crater was oriented so that solar illumination was closer to normal, and it appears more radiation was available for heating that surface.

Mg-spinel has also been discovered recently for two of the areas that have been described as examples of possible non-mare volcanism (Hawke et al. 2003b; Jolliff et al. 2011): 25-Hansteen Alpha (Kaur et al. 2013b) and 26-Compton-Belkovich (Bhattacharya et al. 2013). To date, these are the only non-mare volcanism sites that appear to exhibit the presence of Mg-spinel. Two independent M3 reflectance images and rock-type color-composites, similar to Figure 3 for Hansteen Alpha, are shown in Figure 21, and spectra for individual pixels of the same areas from the two different optical periods are compared in Figure 22. As seen elsewhere on the Moon, the individual exposures of Mg-spinel in Hansteen Alpha are small and dispersed. Given the much-lower spatial resolution of Earth-based telescopes (several kilometers at best), it is understandable why the Mg-spinel was not detected, even with high-quality near-infrared spectra (e.g., Hawke et al. 2003b). Although no pyroxene-bearing lithology is detected in the Hansteen Alpha structure itself, the hill is surrounded by basalts that are rich in high-Ca pyroxene. A small crater in highlands to the northwest exhibits minor low-Ca pyroxene common to highland areas. Similar spectral data for the OH-rich Compton-Belkovich region (Petro et al. 2013; Bhattacharya et al. 2013) are provided in Supplemental Figures 21 and 22. Although only measured during one optical period, Compton-Belkovich exhibits a single small area that meets the criteria for the presence of Mg-spinel. All other areas across Compton-Belkovich are relatively featureless except for a remarkably strong OH/H2O feature at longer wavelengths.

**Figure 21.** M3 data for Hansteen Alpha (S-25). (a) 1489 nm *SUP* reflectance image from OP2a. (b) Rock-type color-composite similar to Figure 3 superimposed on brightness image for OP2a. (c) Rock-type color-composite for OP2c1. Scale bar is 10 km.

**Figure 22.** Independent M3 spectra for the same areas in the Hansteen Alpha region obtained during two different optical periods with different illumination geometry. The green spectra are for four different spinel-bearing areas seen in both optical periods, the blue spectra are for three nearby feldspathic areas. The two pyroxene-bearing areas (red spectra) occur outside Hansteen Alpha and are indicated with a white arrow (low-Ca pyroxene) and a black arrow (high-Ca pyroxene in basalt) on Figure 21. Note that for OP2a the sun was relatively low (illumination angle ~60° from vertical), whereas for OP2c1 the sun was high (illumination angle ~14°). The effect of shadows on variations in measured brightness is thus more prominent for OP2a.
Other compositions of spinel

Immediately following the original detection of Mg-spinel at Moscoviense (Pieters et al. 2010), the M3 data collection was searched at low resolution for any additional regions with a strong absorption near 2000 nm and without a feature near 1000 nm. Although thermal removal corrections had not yet been developed for M3 data, the Sinus Aestuum region was quickly identified (no. 1.5 in Table 2) as surface material bearing some form of spinel, and that the spinel was only associated with the regional pyroclastic deposits of this area and not at other regional pyroclastic deposits (Sunshine et al. 2010). However, it was also readily recognized that the characteristics of these materials were quite different from the Mg-spinel observed elsewhere. The Sinus Aestuum exposures were not only very dark and widely distributed regionally, but their spectral character at shorter wavelengths suggested a different composition (Sunshine et al. 2010).

Shown in Figure 23 are recently processed M3 reflectance images and rock-type color-composites similar to Figure 3 across the Sinus Aestuum region. Spectra for individual pixels from two optical periods are shown for comparison in Figure 24. Recall that only areas with the most prominent absorption features are highlighted in the color-composite image. Undisturbed soils in the pyroclastic region are dark and essentially featureless. Pyroclastic material exposed on slopes or at any size crater exhibit the prominent 2000 nm feature. Large craters, such as the one in the lower-right of the image (SA spectra 4, 5, 6, 7), exhibit mixtures of basalt and pyroclastic material. Although the presence of the second spinel band is not readily detected in these M3 data, laboratory spectra of terrestrial spinels, including chromite, that are relatively Fe-rich typically do not exhibit sufficient spectral contrast at 2400 nm, to distinguish the second spinel band (e.g., Cloutis et al. 2004). We thus include this region as one exhibiting the presence of spinel, but recognize that the composition is likely to be significantly different from the widely distributed feldspathic Mg-spinel-bearing lithologies.

The Sinus Aestuum region was recently examined further by Yamamoto et al. (2013), using data from the Spectral Profiler on Kaguya, and some of the spatial relations across the region were examined further by Sunshine et al. (2014). Yamamoto et al. (2013) identified the strong 2000 nm absorption and focused on a more detailed assessment of the short-wavelength features comparing them with the Cloutis et al. (2004) laboratory spinel data. They concluded that the Sinus Aestuum deposits contain a Fe/Cr-rich spinel that is distinct from Mg-spinels seen elsewhere. Since terrestrial spinels contain various amounts of ferric iron (e.g., Cloutis et al. 2004), the origin of features observed at the short wavelengths can be ambiguous. Nevertheless, recent experimental results for a suite of spinels produced under lunar-like oxygen fugacity with a range of compositions (Jackson et al. 2014) indicate that the visible features documented at Sinus Aestuum by Yamamoto et al. (2013) are consistent with relatively high concentrations of octahedral ferrous iron, which may reflect rapid cooling and/or higher bulk iron concentrations for these spinel-bearing deposits.

**Figure 23.** M3 data covering part of the Sinus Aestuum pyroclastic region obtained during OP2c1 prepared similar to Figure 3. (a) 700 nm reflectance image. Arrows indicate location of spectra in Figure 24. (b) Rock-type color-composite superimposed on reflectance image. The basaltic terrain to the west of the dark pyroclastic deposits is rich in high-Ca pyroxene. Scale bar is 10 km.

**Figure 24.** M3 spectra of the same areas in the Sinus Aestuum region obtained during Optical periods OP2c1 and OP1b. SA1 represents mature soil developed on the pyroclastic deposits. SA2 represents an area of more recently exposed pyroclastic deposit near a crater and SA3 the crater interior. Areas SA4, 5, 6, 7 illustrate mixtures exposed at a ~6 km crater, and SA8 is an example of a normal CPX-rich mare crater.
Constraints on spinel produced under lunar conditions indicate that and geophysical context, are also important conditions. Occurrences, typically less than a few hundred meters in extent, embed in a feldspathic matrix. This suggests that the processes that produced this composition (although common) act on a relatively local scale, and are either part of or contiguous with the anorthositic crust.

Third, the distribution of Mg-spinel-bearing PSA occurrences is not random, however, and provides constraints on the origin of this unusual lithology (see below). The mineral associations that occur with or near the Mg-spinel lithology, as well as the geologic and geophysical context, are also important conditions.

Fourth, although not discussed explicitly here, experimental constraints on spinel produced under lunar conditions indicate that the composition of the lunar spinel identified and mapped here is notably Mg-rich (Jackson et al. 2014) based on the absence of significant features near 1000 nm or shorter wavelengths.

**Implications for the lunar crust**

From the distribution of Mg-spinel exposures seen in Figure 6, there is an apparent lack of exposures in areas of thick crust. As discussed below, most occurrences are either directly or indirectly associated with areas of thin crust.

Exposures associated with the inner ring of four basins that have tapped into the lower crust provide the most valuable constraints. The Mg-spinel exposures at 1-Moscoviense and 18-Montes Teneriffe occur directly on an uplifted inner ring, whereas the Mg-spinel exposures at 2-Theophilus and 14-Thomson were exposed by later impacts onto the inner ring. This observed geologic context strongly suggests that Mg-spinel was an inherent part of the basin ring when the ring formed, and therefore part of the pre-impact target. This not only indicates that Mg-spinel is of a deep-seated origin, but also that it pre-dates the basin-forming era.

Distribution of Mg-spinel occurrences observed at locations dispersed in large crater walls (D) or as knobs in central peaks (K) are less directly linked to bedrock, but may be attributed to re-exposure of materials in the mega-regolith that were originally excavated and deposited by earlier basins that tapped the deep crust. The large craters exhibiting Mg-spinel exposures (D and K occurrences) post-date the basin-forming period.

Compositions associated with the occurrence of Mg-spinel-bearing PSA are relatively consistent (see summary in Table 2). In addition to the always-present feldspathic host, minor amounts of low-Ca pyroxene (LCP) or olivine may be present nearby. Small exposures of LCP are common and olivine less so. Almost never are these other mafic minerals close enough to be considered contiguous with the Mg-spinel. Instead, they are usually widely dispersed. The LCP is relatively abundant throughout the entire mega-regolith (e.g., Pieters 1986, 1993; Nakamura et al. 2013). Thus, we infer that these minerals (Mg-spinel, LCP, and olivine) are all components of the lower crust, but since they are not found together, it is likely that they do not share the same origin (such as a fractionated platon).

**Inferences**

There are several possible petrologic models for the origin of Mg-spinel on the Moon (e.g., Gross and Treiman 2011; Taylor and Pieters 2013; Yue et al. 2013; Vaughan et al. 2013). Our preference is for one of the more simple models that involves an ancient high-Mg# magma interacting with the deeper parts of an anorthositic crust to produce Mg-spinel (Prissel et al. 2012, 2013, 2014). This has the particular advantage of being consistent with the scale of the exposures, their occurrence in a very feldspathic environment, and their likely ancient age of formation. The Prissel et al. (2014) model might also accommodate a few of the exposures found as knobs in central peaks in young craters with extensive impact melt. Specifically, if the geologic context of the impact can produce high-Mg#, aluminum-rich melt (either through reworking of Mg-rich plutonic rocks or mixing Mg-rich basaltic materials with feldspathic crust), then petrologic conditions could occur similar to those proposed for the lower crust, but at low pressure. The Mg-spinel-bearing knobs at Tycho and Copernicus are sur-

**Figure 25.** Summary comparison of confirmed M$^3$ spectra of spinel found in a diversity of geologic settings discussed in the text. Top to bottom at 2100 nm: Endymion1, Endymion2, ThomsonS1, WernerWall1, Montes Teneriffe1, Moscoviense 1, ThomsonS2, TheophilusS1, TychoSp3, Sinus Aestuum2.
rounded by extensive impact melt and are prime candidates for this alternate mode of origin.

Certain special areas (S) of Mg-spinel exposure merit further discussion. The two associated with floor-fractured craters (S-10 and 17) could simply be chance occurrences with this landform, in which case they would be reclassified as 10-D and 17-K. Alternatively, since such craters are believed to represent areas where magma has formed a lens below the floor (e.g., Jozwiak et al. 2012), there might be a mechanism to allow melt-rock interactions to form the Mg-spinel. More detailed analyses of these areas may provide a definitive categorization. The two areas of proposed non-mare volcanism (S-25 and s-26) are most intriguing, particularly since they raise the possibility of a direct link to the source region without requiring a basin-scale impact. These areas have been hypothesized to be highly silicic from the three-band DIVINER estimates (Glotch et al. 2010; Jolliff et al. 2011). Nevertheless, little is definitive about the origin of many of these unusual regions; S-25 might simply be a late block of lower crust that was relocated to its present position by an unknown early event, and the single exposure at s-26 (without independent confirmation) may be spurious.

Last, the enormous South Pole-Aitken basin continues to defy easy descriptions. There is only a single region containing Mg-spinel confirmed in SPA (14-Thomson). We have searched Schrodinger and Apollo basins, which may occur in a similar relation to SPA as Thomson/Ingenii, but have found no definite Mg-spinel candidates. If the vast terrain of feldspathic materials to the north of SPA contains SPA ejecta (as projected), it also appears devoid of Mg-spinel. As discussed above, our principal clue is that Thomson occurs within the relatively small Ingenii basin, which is itself a small mascon basin within SPA. As models continue to be proposed and tested, perhaps the origin of this Mg-spinel in SPA itself is a small mascon basin within SPA. As models continue to be proposed and tested, perhaps the origin of this Mg-spinel in SPA itself is a small mascon basin within SPA. As models continue to be proposed and tested, perhaps the origin of this Mg-spinel in SPA itself is a small mascon basin within SPA. As models continue to be proposed and tested, perhaps the origin of this Mg-spinel in SPA itself is a small mascon basin within SPA. As models continue to be proposed and tested, perhaps the origin of this Mg-spinel in SPA itself is a small mascon basin within SPA.
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